RURAL COMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT FUND (RCDF)

(2002/3 – 2013/14)

10 YEARS OF RCDF

A signage at the entrance to the Independence Park, at Kololo showing H.E. the
President Y.K. Museveni (second right) embracing the Head teacher of Kitebi
Secondary School and a student of the school during a ceremony to mark the
commissioning of the Programme for Integration of ICT into education in Uganda
on 8th October, 2008. Extreme left are students using the ICT laboratory of the
school
The picture is one of the icons used to commemorate the development and
transformation in Uganda during the 50 years of Independence.
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The picture above shows an example of the realisation of the objectives of RCDF
as a Universal service Fund. The primary objective for RCDF is to stimulate
demand in the area so that other operators find the area economically viable to roll
out similar communications services without the need for RCDF intervention. The
ultimate objective of RCDF is to convert an area from being un-served or
underserved to being an area where economic forces of demand and supply
determine the nature and type of services provided to the community.
The picture has three GSM sites by three different operators located at Bbale Sub
County in Kayunga district. On the extreme left, is the MTN (U) Ltd GSM site that
was established in partnership with RCDF during the year 2006. This primary
objective of RCDF was realised in the case of Bbale Sub County when Airtel (U)
Ltd independently established the GSM site shown in the centre of the picture
during the year 2007.
With the market activated in Bbale Sub County by the two operators MTN (U) Ltd
and Airtel (U) Ltd, it became opportune for other operators to also venture into
Bbale Sub County. During the year 2009, Uganda Telecom Ltd also independently
established the GSM site shown on the extreme right which has set perfect
competition into play and Bbale Sub County therefore became a fully served sub
county.
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Abbreviations

UCC
RCDF
USF
MCT
PPDA
POP
ICT
UA
MoES
MoH
DHO
HC
CAO
RDC
CIC
DTTB
ADM
WBS
UBC
BPO
MEMD
ERT
NITA-U
NBI

Uganda Communications Commission
Rural Communications Development Fund
Universal Service Fund
Multipurpose Community Tele-Centre
Public Procurement and Disposal Act of 2003
Internet Points of Presence
Information and Communications Technology
Universal Access
Ministry of Education and Sports
Ministry of Health
District Health Officer
Health Centre
Chief Administrative Officer
Resident District Commissioner
Community Information Centre
Digital Terrestrial Transmission Broadcasting
Analogue to Digital Migration
Work Breakdown Structure
Uganda Broadcasting Corporation
Business Process Outsourcing
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development
Energy for Rural Transformation
National Information Technology Authority of Uganda
National Backbone Infrastructure
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Preface
Minister for ICT, Republic of Uganda
Among other sectors of Uganda, the ICT sector is
largely liberalized since the year 1996. Consequently
there are virtually no specific obligations to service
providers of communications services in the country.
While this liberalization policy comes with several
advantages arising from the flexibility of service
provision, it comes with several challenges particularly
that of leaving certain areas and communities
unserved or underserved with certain communication
services.
In order to ensure that there service to the Honourable john
underserved areas of Uganda, a Universal Service Nassasira, Minister
Fund called the Rural Communications Development for ICT
Fund (RCDF) was created during the year 2003. Since
its inception RCDF has continued to make a contribution towards ensuring that
the potentially underserved areas also get service just like other preferred areas
for service providers.

Executive Director, Uganda Communications
Commission
One of the key regulatory tools that the Uganda
Communications Commission uses for realization of
the goal of Universal Access to Communications in
Uganda is the RCDF as a Universal Access und for
communication in Uganda. Over the past 10 years of
its existence, RCDF has steadily continued to expand
its scope both in terms of nature and number of
programmes as well as the specific projects so as to
effectively address the communications services’
divide in Uganda.
More RCDF activities for farther bridging the divide
are envisaged for the future.

Mr. Godfrey
Mutabazi Executive
Director, UCC
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Executive Summary
With a liberalised communications sector, operators
and service providers are at liberty to choose what
communications to provide, to whom and where
depending on what makes business sense to them.
Consequently, a Universal Service Fund (USF) to
communication services known as the Rural
Communications Development Fund (RCDF) was
established in 2002/3. RCDF is administered at arms’
length by the Uganda Communications Commission
(UCC) as appropriately provided for by the Statutory
Instrument No 52 of 2002, Management and
Administration of RCDF as appended to the
Communications Act of 2013.

Mr. Bob Lyazi,
Director of RCDF

The strategic direction of RCDF has been guided by
RCDF Policy 2003/4 to 2009/10 that focussed on enabling universal access to
ICT services and the RCDF Policy 2010/11 to 2014/15 that focusses on
enhancing usage of ICT services.
In line with the two strategic policies, RCDF has implemented eight programmes
as follows;
Integration of ICT into Education
Integration of ICT into Healthcare
Voice network expansion programme
Data network expansion programme
Integration of ICT into Postal services
Integration of ICT into Local governments
Enabling Analogue to Digital Broadcasting Migration
Collaboration programmes
The main direct impact of RCDF includes;



Enabling 100% voice network coverage at sub county level and 100% data
network coverage at the district level for Uganda
Enabling successful integration of ICT into government secondary schools,
with the effect that Computer Studies at Advanced level has been made a
compulsory subject for all schools in Uganda
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A large diversity of RCDF programmes addressing various aspects of the
communications gap
Presidency for the Association of all USF funds in the Commonwealth
Absorption of all available funds
Enabling the initiation of the Digital Terrestrial Transmission
Broadcasting network as part of the digital migration programme for
Uganda

With the deployments made, ICT services gaps remain at lower administrative
levels such as the villages and parishes after deployment at higher levels such
as districts ad sub counties.
With the increased stakeholder involvement, various audit processes are carried
out on the RCDF programme. All the audit processes indicate that
implementation of the RCDF projects is done properly.
Other activities of RCDF include; Innovation that have attracted accolades,
AUSAFA Chairmanship, hosting international and local benchmarking visits,
field visits and practical demonstrations
RCDF has successfully been able to commit and absorb all funds at its disposal
with effect from the year 2011/12
At implementation level, RCDF operates as a proper Project Management Office
(PMO) and uses proper project management principles. RCDF employs a WBS to
guide the implementation of all programmes and activities as well as other
project implementation tools.
RCDF has had three RCDF Boards of Directors as shown below;
i.
ii.
iii.

2002/3 – 2004/5
– First RCDF Board (Focussed on initiation)
2005/6 – 2008/9
– Second RCDF Board (Focussed on effectiveness)
2009/10 – 2011/12 – Third RCDF Board( Focussed on impact)

With increased implementation capacity and increased impact of RCDF
programmes the main challenge of RCDF is the need for big funding so as to
address the resultant increased scope of work and gap. The main point of
strength for RCDF is its increased stakeholder involvement.
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Back ground
With a liberalised communications sector, operators and service providers are at
liberty to choose what communications to provide, to whom and where; mainly
based on what makes business sense to them thereby leaving some areas
unserved/underserved. Uganda’s strategy to address these areas is a USF and
it is known as the Rural Communications Development Fund (RCDF).
The Rural Communications Development Fund (RCDF) is a Universal Service
Fund (USF) to communication services in Uganda. It was commissioned in 2003
and it is administered at arms’ length by the Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) as appropriately provided for by the Statutory Instrument No
52 of 2002, Management and Administration of RCDF as appended to the
Communications Act of 2013.
The main objective of RCDF is to contribute to the realisation of Universal Access
to communications in Uganda through establishment of communications
projects in areas that are left un-served or underserved through market
operations, obligations and other direct government interventions.

Introduction
Since its inception in 2002, the RCDF has made significant achievements
towards ensuring that the rural and underserved areas of Uganda are reduced
and finally get eliminated. The roll out has also created significant socioeconomic impact across various sectors of Uganda. The RCDF programme
operates its first policy that was largely focused on providing access to
communications services during the period 2003 to 2009. The second and
current RCDF policy that is largely focused on user enhancement covers the
period 2010 to 2014.
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RCDF Strategic Direction
The strategic direction of RCDF has been guided by RCDF Policy 2003/4 to
2009/10 and the RCDF Policy 2010/11 to 2014/15.
Following the realisation of the goal of the RCDF Policy of 2001, and the changes
in the external and internal environment of RCDF, a new policy, the RCDF Policy
of 2010/11 – 2014/15 was adopted with its main goal being the enhancement
of usage of ICT in the rural and underserved communities of Uganda.

RCDF Policy I
( Supply side)

RCDF Policy II
( Demand side)

• ICT
Infrastructur
e
• Sensitisation

• Content
development
• RCDF Policy I
Scope
expansion
• Connectivity

(2002/3 – 2009/10)
ACCESS

(2010/11 – 2014/15)
USAGE

Illustration of the focus areas for the first and second RCDF Policies
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RCDF Policy 2003/4 to 2009/10

General Policy Objectives:
The general objectives of the policy are to:
 Provision of access to basic communication services within a
reasonable distance to all the people in Uganda.
 Ensure effective utilization of the RCDF to leverage investment in
rural communication development.
 Promote ICT usage in Uganda.
Mission of the Policy
To support the development of communications infrastructure in rural
Uganda and ensure that people in rural areas have reasonable and
affordable access to communications services.
Policy Objectives
S/N

Item

1
2
3
4
5

Public telephony infrastructure
User ‘rural packages’
Internet POPs and wireless access
IXP initiative
Vanguard institutions /organization ICT projects (one per
district)
ICT start-ups and training( including support of ICT in one
school per District )
Rural post franchise support costs
ICT training capacity investment
ICT Awareness and ICT Content creation projects

6
7
8
9
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RCDF Policy 2010/11 to 2014/15
The Policy aims at increasing coverage of communications facilities and services to more
underserved areas and people of Uganda and also to deliberately enhance the usage of
ICT services in the country. The Policy therefore has three main areas of focus;





Expansion of coverage of projects implemented under the first RCDF
Policy.
Provision of broadband connectivity.
Support for content development and delivery

The Vision of RCDF Policy 2010/11-2014/15:

Uganda’s rural and underserved communities able to harness ICT for social and
economic development
The Mission of RCDF Policy 2010/11-2014/15:

To ensure, through targeted Interventions, that all the underserved people of
Uganda, especially those in rural communities, can have access to modern
communication services on a sustainable basis for their social and economic
development.
To realise its vision and mission, the Policy defines the following policy objectives;
Specific Objective 1: Increase coverage and broaden basic ICT services
Specific Objective 2: Provision of Broadband connectivity
Specific Objective 3: Development of local and relevant content
Specific Objective 4: Increase ICT awareness & national ICT literacy
Specific Objective 5: Maximise resource mobilisation & optimise utilisation
Specific Objective 6: Enhance projects’ effectiveness and sustainability
Specific Objective 7: Improve information management in governance and the
delivery of social services.
Specific Objective 8: Support local innovations in use of ICT for rural
development
Specific Objective 9: Catalyze modernisation and wider coverage of postal
services
Specific Objective 10: Address consumer interests and CSO concerns
Specific Objective 11: Address social inclusion gaps
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Results, Impact and Gap analysis
RCDF projects have been implemented in accordance with the two RCDF policies
since inception, the first one focussed on enhancing access and the second one
focussed on enhancing usage of ICT,.
Growth of the RCDF project portfolio since inception
The cumulative number of projects implemented has accordingly been increasing
steadily since RCDF inception as illustrated in the graph and table that follows;

CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF PROJECTS

8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0

FINANCIAL YEAR

Cumulative number of RCDF Projects initiated during the period 2002/3 to
2014/15
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2002/3

2003/4

2004/5

2005/6

2006/7

2007/8

2008/9

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15
(Budget)

Internet cafes

5

24

44

51

53

53

106

106

106

106

106

106

106

Health ICT facilities

0

0

0

0

0

41

96

165

175

180

180

210

210

ICT training centres

4

29

46

50

67

68

68

68

78

71

71

71

71

20

20

52

76

76

76

76

76

76

92

92

92

92

MCTs

1

4

6

6

6

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

13

Postal Tele-centres

0

25

25

25

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

45

School ICT Labs

0

0

6

6

8

108

208

548

708

912

962

1027

1090

Web portals

26

54

54

54

78

78

78

78

78

110

110

110

110

Public pay phones

66

266

316

316

316

2,599

3,349

3,349

4,099

4,099

4,099

4,099

4,099

GSM sites
Content
development

0

0

0

70

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

90

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

6

132

299

691

909

Local governance

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

116

116

116

116

Broadcasting sites

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

2

19

Unique projects

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

6

8

18

38

42

122

422

549

654

739

3,171

4,129

4,549

5,482

5,975

6,203

6,710

7,012

Increase in number

-

300

127

105

85

2,432

958

420

933

493

228

507

302

%-age increase

-

246%

30%

19%

13%

329%

30%

10%

21%

9%

4%

8%

5%

Programme area

Internet POP

Total number

Table showing cumulative number of RCDF projects initiated during the period
2002/3 – 2014/15.
Significant impact and gap analysis of RCDF
RCDF has realised its set objectives and in some cases surpassed them. Several
Universal Service Funds (USF) from various parts of the world, continue to visit
RCDF every year to bench mark with it.
The main accumulated direct impact of RCDF includes;





Enabling 100% voice network coverage at sub county level and 100% data
network coverage at the district level for Uganda
Enabling integration of ICT into government secondary schools, with the
effect that Computer Studies at Advanced level has been made a
compulsory subject for all schools in Uganda
A large diversity of RCDF programmes addressing various aspects of the
communications gap
13





Presidency for the Association of all USF funds in the Commonwealth
Absorption of all available funds
Enabling the initiation of the Digital Terrestrial Transmission
Broadcasting network as part of the digital migration programme for
Uganda

Number of Schools

Notable impact realized is a drastic rise in the number of schools that teach and
examine as well as the number of students that offer Computer Studies as a
subject at Ordinary level as shown in the graphs below;
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Total Number of schools for each year

20000
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4000
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0
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Examination Year

Total Computer Studies candidates for each year

Source: Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB)

Number of schools and candidates of UNEB Ordinary Level Computer Studies
Examinations from 2005 to 2013
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Universal Service/Access Gap analysis – 2014/15
While significant results and impact have been realized, gaps still remain in the
respective RCDF programme areas as shown in the table shown below;
RCDF current gap analysis
RCDF Policy
Objective
area

Baseline in
2001

RCDF Policy
Results

Impact 2013/14

Increasing
data network
geographical
coverage

Only Kampala
and Mukono
districts had a
wireless data
network
coverage
which
accounted for
about 0.13 %
in terms of
coverage of
the entire
country240,038 Km2

A total of 76
POPs providing
a wireless data
network with a
minimum
coverage of
about 80Km2
each, -78 ICT
training centres
and -106
internet cafes

Wireless data
network coverage
extended from
0.13 % to 2.60 %

All operators
identified 154
of the total
1,016 sub
counties in
Uganda as
economically
unviable and
did not intend
to roll network
to them in five
years from the
year 2001.

A total of 90
wireless
network sites
established in
the 154 sub
counties so as
to ensure that
there is
coverage in
each one of
them

Voice network
coverage of 100 %
at the sub county
level realised for
the entire
country. The next
target in terms of
voice network is
therefore the
parish level.

Increasing
voice
network
geographical
coverage

Gap (2014/15)

(RCDF
Contribution)
and baseline for
2013/14

Services such as
E-governance
enabled in rural
districts and
Access to the
affordable
internet made
available to rural
areas.

To provide a
data network
coverage from
the county
level to the
village level
(97% of the
country)

550 parishes
across the
country remain
without voice
coverage and
no operator
has a provision
for them in the
next five years
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RCDF Policy
Objective
area

Baseline in
2001

RCDF Policy
Results

Impact 2013/14

Gap (2014/15)

(RCDF
Contribution)
and baseline for
2013/14

Thus voice
network
coverage was
at 15 % in the
year 2001.
Increasing
public pay
phone
Access1

In the year
2001, only
3,075 public
pay phones
were available
and
concentrated
in urban
centres

A total of 3,543
public pay
phones have
been
established on
the basis of one
public pay
phone per
underserved
parish.

A total of 3,543
parishes out of
the total number
of parishes in
Uganda of 5,400
have a public pay
phone access
leaving 1,857 (34
%) as
underserved

34 % remain
underserved

Integrating
ICT into
Education in
Uganda

No
government
secondary
school had an
ICT laboratory
and so no
school was
teaching
Computer
Studies as a
subject

1027
government
secondary
school ICT
laboratories
established and
63 other
secondary
school ICT
laboratories
planned for
establishment.
Standardisation
of all school ICT

1027 of the total
1150 government
secondary
schools (97 %)
have ICT
laboratories. The
schools are
capable of
teaching
computer studies
as at “O” and “A”
Level.

About 4,000
Private
secondary
schools require
ICT
laboratories.

A computer to
student ratio of

The computer
to student
ratio needs to
be improved to
the MoES
recommended
ratio of 1:10

A public pay phone is accessible to a user when it is within walking distance. In Uganda’s rural places 5kms is
widely considered as the limit for reasonable walking distance
1
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RCDF Policy
Objective
area

Baseline in
2001

RCDF Policy
Results

Impact 2013/14

laboratories
planned.

1:100 has been
realized in the
schools under the
programme

110 private
school ICT
laboratories
under way

Gap (2014/15)

(RCDF
Contribution)
and baseline for
2013/14

Integrating
ICT into
health
services
delivery

Through
various
development
partner
initiatives in
the country,
all the 53
government
hospitals had
one computer
each in 2001.
No lower level
government
health facility
had any

Basic ICT
facilities on a
local area
network
covering each
hospital unit is
being installed
in 53
government
hospitals and
50 health
centre IV
facilities and
provided with
internet
connectivity. 53
DHOs
interconnected
with the MoH
server

All the 53
government
hospitals and 50
of the 144 health
centre IV facilities
in the country are
interconnected,
with access to the
internet and
basic
telemedicine and
e-health has been
enabled. e-HMIS
has been
extended to 53
districts.

2,300 HC IV up
to HC II health
facilities have
to be provided
with ICT
infrastructure
for a
comprehensive
ICT integration
into the health
sector

Increasing
postal
network
coverage and
ICT

No Post office
had a postal
Tele-centre. A
Postal Telecentre enables

A total of 20
postal Telecentres has
been
established and

Capacity to
electronically
deliver some
postal services
has been

The nationwide
addressing
system
requires
advancement
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RCDF Policy
Objective
area

Baseline in
2001

RCDF Policy
Results

integration
into postal
services.

delivery of
some postal
services using
electronic
means and
some
deserving sub
counties did
not have
postal centres

postal centres
provided in 20
established in
district post
25 sub counties offices. Roll out of
more sub county
post offices is
subject to a
review of the
business model
currently
employed by UPL.
Number of post
centres increased
by 25

from the pilot
project of
Entebbe town
which was
supported by
RCDF

ICT
integration in
local
governance

Only Kampala
and Masaka
districts had
web portals
and district
administratio
n offices were
not linked to
the internet

A total of 110
district web
portals have
been
established and
78 district
administration
offices linked to
the internet

All district
administration
offices interlinked
and also linked to
the internet. All
districts have a
district web
portal

All local
government
institutions
from the
county level to
the subcounties
require similar
ICT facilities

DTTB
Infrastructur
e support

No common
transmission
digital
broadcasting
network in
Uganda

-2 regional
DTTB sites
developed

Digital migration
-Creating
enabled in greater redundancy in
Kampala region
the network

- roll out to 17
other UBC sites
initiated

Impact 2013/14

Gap (2014/15)

(RCDF
Contribution)
and baseline for
2013/14

-ADM
-Network
expansion to
cover the
whole country
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Programmes
1) Integration of ICT into Education
-

ICT Infrastructure in schools, Universities and Tertiary Institutions
Internet Connectivity
User content (software) installation
ICT teacher retooling
Local communities ICT skills training

-

E-Health Management Information System infrastructure
Basic ICT infrastructure for Telemedicine
Telemedicine user applications – ICT4MPOWER pilot project
Integration of ICT into health training institutions

-

Voice network Infrastructure expansion
Public Pay phones

-

data network Infrastructure expansion
Internet cafes

-

Post Office network expansion
Postal Tele-centres
National Addressing System pilot project

-

District web portals
Resident District Commissioners ICT infrastructure

-

Phase I: DTTB infrastructure for greater Kampala
Phase II: DTTB infrastructure for the national network – 17 sites

-

Business Process Outsourcing infrastructure for 200seats (With
NITA-U)
National Fibre Backbone Infrastructure audit (With NITA-U)
Integration of ICT into Veterinary, Fisheries and Crop Husbandry
training institutions (with Ministry of Education and Sports)

2) Integration of ICT into Healthcare

3) Voice network expansion programme
4) Data network expansion programme
5) Integration of ICT into Postal services

6) Integration of ICT into Local governments
7) Enabling Analogue to Digital Broadcasting
Migration
8) Collaboration programmes
-
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Project implementation process

Funds sourced

ICT Projects for Rural /Underserved areas developed

Project subsidy amount determined

Project implementer selected through competitive bidding

UCC and Private/Public partnership formed

Project implemented for a stipulated period of say 5 years

Monitoring, Review and Impact Assessment

Close project, transfer UCC interest to project Implementer
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Integration of ICT into Education
The School ICT integration programme provides support to the Ministry of
Education and Sports to integrate access and usage of ICT in Education in
Uganda. Priority for schools in this program was put on government schools and
similar training institutions. At inception of RCDF, no government secondary
school had an ICT laboratory and so no school was teaching Computer Studies
as a subject. To effectively integrate ICT into the Education sector, the
programme has been designed in a holistic way with the following components;
a) ICT Infrastructure in schools, Universities and Tertiary Institutions
b) Internet Connectivity
c) User content (software) installation
d) ICT teacher retooling
e) Local communities ICT skills training
ICT laboratories have been established as follows;
-1,027 government secondary school including Luzira Prison S.S.
-43 Tertiary Institutions including all National Teacher Colleges
- 9 Universities including the Lugazi Army University
- All 7 Health training Institutions
And for each ICT laboratory, the following activities have been undertaken;
-Internet connectivity
-2 ICT teachers retooled
- Virtual Science Content installed
-Community ICT skills training done during school holidays
A computer to student ratio of 1:100 has been realized in the schools through
the programme. Consequently,
-Computer studies has been made compulsory at A-level
-Virtual science is taught in all schools
- A blue print for ICT integration in schools is in place
-ICT jobs and entrepreneurs for communities created
The remaining gap; the computer to student ratio needs to be improved to the
MoES preferred ratio of 1:10. Over 4,000 Private secondary schools require ICT
laboratories.

ICT Infrastructure in schools, Universities and Tertiary Institutions
21

Computer laboratories have been established in all government institutions
using two main configurations depending on whether the institution is
connected to the national grid electric power or not. Where there is grid power,
standard computers are provided. A hardware sharing technology is commonly
used so as to more cost effectively provide 40 seats, and 80 seats to secondary
schools and tertiary and Universities respectively. Where there is grid power,
solar power is provided and 20 seats of appropriate low power computers are
provided. The net cost of a 20 seat solar powered computer laboratory is the
same as a 40 seat standard computer laboratory.

H.E. President, Yoweri Kaguta Museveni (2nd right) during the commissioning of
the ICT laboratory at Ntare Secondary School, Mbarara district. Extreme right is
the Minister of Education and Sports, Hon, Jessica Alupo, 3rd right is a student of
the school demonstrating science content applications and 2nd left is Mr Bob
Lyazi, the Director for RCDF, UCC
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A solar powered ICT laboratory at St Johns Buwaya S.S. in Mayuge district.

Sudents using a 40 seat standard grid powered ICT laboratory at Mukono High
School that RCDF has established using the N-Computing technology.
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Hon. Okello Oryem (in blue shirt) accompanied by Kitgum district local leaders tour
the computer laboratory at Kitgum High School.

Mr Bob Lyazi, Director of RCDF (2nd left),UCC, handing over demonstration
computers to teachers and students of St. Denis Ssebugwawo Secondary School
during the closing ceremony of the 9th e-learning Africa conference , at Speke
Resort Munyonyo, Kampala on 30th May, 2014 in which the school participated as
exhibitors for the programme for Integration of ICT into Education in Uganda
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UPDF soldiers using the ICT laboratory at the Lugazi Military University, Jinja
district

A technician installing a wall mounted video monitor at Namalu prison, as part of
the infrastructure for the e-learning pilot project in the prisons. The Namalu Prison
e-learning facility is inter-linked with the Luzira maximum security prison elearning facility.
25

Inside the 80 seat ICT laboratory at Unyama National Teachers college, Gulu
district, which was established with specific financial support from the
International Telecommunications Union (ITU)
Internet Connectivity
All the laboratories established are connected with appropriate internet
connectivity for the first year after which the institutions are expected to pay for
connectivity on their own. The speeds provided are those that are adequate for
the connectivity activities undertaken at that time. The charges are generally
affordable as in most areas where the schools are located, terrestrial wireless
connectivity has been provided to all district towns of Uganda through another
RCDF programme. For institutions located in areas where there is no wireless
connectivity, satellite connectivity is provided.
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Satellite connectivity: An internet modem (left – white) and an associated
Vsat dish (on top of the roof) at St. Anne’s Ntusi Secondary School,
Sembabule district
User content (software) installation
In order to put optimal use to the infrastructure established in institutions,
appropriate learning content is installed and appropriate internet based
resources including e-learning are enabled. The content used includes;





Standalone computer applications
Computer Studies subject both at A-level and at O-level
Virtual Science Laboratories software
Internet based resources
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A virtual Chemistry Experiment for laboratory preparation of hydrochloric Acid, one of the
O-level curriculum practical Chemistry experiments

Standalone computer applications
Generic standalone study applications such as ENCRATA and SKOOOL and
other Internet based ICT resources are provided by the Ministry of Education
and Sports and installed on all computers.
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A History subject page of the ENCARTA application
Compulsory Computer Studies subject
With effect from 2012/13, the Ministry of Education and Sports made Computer
studies a compulsory subsidiary subject at A-level. Teaching of Computer
studies at O-level continues to increase as more ICT laboratories continue to
become available with support from RCDF across the country.
Virtual Science Laboratories application
The application is installed on all the computers and it enables the schools to
among other things;






Run more practice of practical sessions
Reduce cost and hustle of obtaining laboratory consumables
Less dependency on teachers
Standardisation of content taught among all schools
Less dependency on a physical laboratory

The most significant impact of this application has been realised in rural schools
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A Biology subject virtual experiment application to show that light is necessary for
photosynthesis
Web based resources
Several relevant web based resources are identified for use of students and
teachers. A sample is as shown in the table below;
No. Web Portal Name

Function

http://hotpot.uvic.ca/index.php

tutorial management

www.agendaweb.org

English exercises

http://www.learnboost.com

grade book software with grade book, lesson plan,
attendance and calendar tools for teachers

ICT teacher retooling
Under the programme, all teacher training institutions have been provided with
ICT infrastructure and all associated support services so as to get ICT fully
integrated into the teaching of teachers. However, because it would take time
before adequate numbers of such trained teachers are turned out, a stop gap
measure of retooling at least two teachers from each of the schools who
champion ICT integration in those schools was adopted by the Ministry of
Education and Sports. Retooling of teachers is carried out from the SESEMAT
teacher in service training centre that has also had ICT support under the
programme. Logistical support for the training sessions is also provided.
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Minister of Education and Sports, Hon. Jessica Alupo (Left) during the tour of the
80 seat ICT laboratory that was established by UCC at the SESEMAT facility at
Kololo Secondary School. Bob Lyazi, (Third left) Director of RCDF guided the Hon
Minister on the SESEMAT ICT laboratory tour.

Selected teachers from government secondary schools undergoing retooling for
teaching Computer Studies and the effective use and management of the school
ICT laboratories
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A group photograph of teachers with completion certificates after a retooling course
at the SESEMAT in-service Training Centre, Kololo Secondary school

L-R; Mr. Sebukule Peter, the deputy Head teacher of Kololo Secondary school, Mr.
Bob Lyazi, the Direcotr for RCDF-UCC, Mr. Patrick Muyinda, the Assistant
Commissioner Education responsible for ICT in the Ministry of Education, Mr.
Abubaker Bbuye, the ICT officer for Ministry of Education and Mr. Ayub Kalema,
the main ICT retooling instructor, at the SESEMAT ICT laboratory just before a
retooling programme
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Local communities ICT skills training
A training programme for communities of Uganda in practical ICT skills was
developed. The project seeks to enable communities around schools with ICT
laboratories to acquire ICT skills. The programme is run during school vacations.




Schools contribute the environment, the ICT laboratory and the teachers
UCC provides logistical support, meals and technical guidance
Local leaders such area MPs provide the required mobilisation for the
trainees

The main objective of this training programme is to enable the trainees to become
people who can



Work for ICT facilities
Operate ICT facilities as a business venture

The curriculum for the training includes the following;







Hardware and Software Management
MS Office applications
Appropriate Content applications
Harnessing the Internet
ICT support services
ICT as a business

As of June, 2014 the programme had been run in 194 schools and a total of
49,000 community people skilled.
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The Vice President of the Republic of Uganda, Hon. Edward Sekandi (second left)
awarding a certificate to a community member who completed ICT skills’ training
at Kikungwe Secondary School

Colonel Opito, Commandant of the UPDF Air force, commissioning trained officers
of the UPDF at Entebbe Air force Secondary School. In the centre is Mr. Bob Lyazi,
Director of RCDF
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UPDF Officers undergoing training in ICT practical and applied skills for the army
at the Entebbe Air force Secondary School

Community members demonstrate operation of computers to Hon. Kenneth
Omona, (Third from left, standing) Member of Parliament for Kaberamaido county
during an ICT training programme for the community at Kabermaido Technical
Institute
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Honourable Wafula Oguttu, MP for Bukholi county, central and also the Leader of
Opposition officiating awarding a certificate t one of the participants during the
closing ceremony of the Community ICT training which took place during the year
at Namasere Secondary School

The former Right Honorable Prime Minister of the Republic of Uganda, Hon. Amama
Mbabazi (right) awarding certificates to community members around Namiyaga
Secondary School, Kanungu district at the closing ceremony of an ICT skills
training.
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Community members undergoing ICT training during school holidays at Mpanga
Secondary School, Fortportal, Kabarole district
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Integration of ICT into Healthcare
UCC in line with its objectives for Universal Access and also in line with the ICT
policy for MoH, developed a programme for integration of ICT into the health
sector of Uganda. The programme is comprised of the following projects;
1.
2.
3.
4.

The e-HMIS
Telemedicine - Basic and Advanced
More advanced Telemedicine – ICT4MPOWER pilot project
Integration of ICT into all health training institutions

The ICT intervention is designed in such a way that it enables a wide scope of
usage and application and it is easy to use, support, expand, integrate with other
solutions and also easy to sustain.
The Ministry of Health resource centre is the focal point for all the e-health
operations as shown in the illustration below;

Referral Hospitals

MoH HQs
MoH
Resource
Centre

General Hospitals
DHO

Illustration of the ICT integration arrangement for the health sector
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The solutions are designed in such a way that they are;






Basic ICT so as to make them easy to adopt by all medical practitioners
without requiring much and specialized training
Simple but appropriate so as to make them easy to acquire, less costly,
easy to support and maintain, easy to replicate,
Distributed in units of each facility to maximize use, relevance and impact
Networked both in a local area network and wide area network to support
sharing of resources and information
Internet supported to enable typical benefits of the internet

The infrastructure is all solar powered so as to ensure that there is no
interruption in service that may be caused by a grid power outage or total lack
of grid power in any ICT supported health facility.
As of 2002, an average of only 1 computer (for a project) for each government
hospital. RCDF has since stablished the following ICT facilities;
-Telemedicine equipment (6 sets in 6 units of each health facility) in
 53 Government Hospitals
 69 selected Government HC IVs
- e-HMIS facilities in 53 DHOs offices
-ICT infrastructure in all 9 health training institutions
- Paperless Hospital pilot project in Mukono HC IV
The immediate impact realized is as follows;
- Telemedicine enabled in all govt health facilities
- e-HMIS enabled in all districts of Uganda
Other e-Health services possible in Uganda e.g. e-CME, e-Libraries, NDA drug
stock tracking, MoH web portal, etc
The remaining gap is;
-

More health units in each served facilities to get Telemedicine sets
More HCs to get Telemedicine sets
Private Health facilities to be served
Paperless hospital rollout to all Health facilities

e-HMIS
UCC in conjunction with the Ministry of Health, developed a project to support
the HMIS through the establishment of data point with internet connectivity at
53 district health offices. The main objectives of the project are;
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To link districts to the main Ministry of Health server located at the
Ministry of Health head quarters in Kampala.
To facilitate information capture from all health facilities in the district
that is more quickly fed into the national database for analysis and use.
Similarly information from the national database is more quickly and
readily available for all DDHS.

The ICT infrastructure provided under this project includes 3 computers that are
networked and connected to the internet. Through the internet the district
Health Offices are connected to the MoH resource centre where they regularly
submit returns among other places and other uses. In districts that do not have
grid electricity the ICT infrastructure is solar powered?
Telemedicine Programme Scope
The programme for ICT for Tele-medicine applications has been structured into
three progressive cycles. The cycles are structured as follows;
Cycle I, ensures that there access to generic ICT services such that all can get
access to basic services such as internet and e-office services and it offers a
learning platform for more advanced cycle II and III applications
Cycle II, builds on the
interfaces between ICT
advanced applications
specialised Telemedicine

cycle I infrastructure and provides accessories and
and existing medical equipment that enable more
for Telemedicine without necessarily having the
equipment that is complex and expensive.

Cycle III, builds on cycles I and II and seeks to enable highly specialised
Telemedicine applications through the use of specialized telemedicine equipment
and software. It is also enhanced with high and dedicated connectivity that may
largely be provided through the fiber infrastructure.
The relationship between the three cycles is as illustrated below;
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•Computers
•LAN
•PDA/Smart Phones
•Cameras
•Scanners
•Basic Connectivity

Cycle I

Cycle II
Interfaces
•Existing equipment
plus ICT

•ICT based medical
equipment
•Top Connectivity

Cycle III

•Increased Connectivity

Basic Hardware

Specialised
Equipment

Outputs
The program enables health facilities and health practitioners to among other
things access the following health tools using ICT;
-

Virtually interlink all DHO’s, Government Hospitals and referral hospitals, 50
major Health Center IV facilities, and the Ministry of Health head quarters.
Access to the Ministry of Health web portal www.health.go.ug
e-Continued Medical Education
Access to online medical journals
Access to selected e-Libraries
Support for e-Consultation at the national & international level
Support for e-Health Management Information Systems (e-HMIS)

Duties and responsibilities of the various stakeholders
The key stakeholders of the programme are; Ministry of ICT, Uganda
Communications Commission. Ministry of Health, The local Health facility, and
Local area leadership. The typical roles that each of the various stakeholder
group plays are as shown below:
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MoICT
•ICT Policy and
associated
guidelines

UCC/RCDF

Ministry of
Health

Health facility

•SET up ICT
facilities

•Software
manage-ment

•Secure, good
rooms

•M&E

•Ownership,
Overall control,
and supervision

•Furniture

•Handover

•Optimal &
responsible
usage
•Operational
budget

Local Leadership
•Oversight by;
•MPs
•Local
Administrations
•Communities
•RDCs
• + ALL

•Growth and
Expansion

A Hospital laboratory technician using the Telemedicine equipment at
Agoro Health Centre IV, Pader district after user training
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Hon Dr. Ruhakana Rugunda, Minister for ICT in 2013 (second right) inspecting
Telemedicine terminal inside the operating theatre of Bwera Hospital on his tour
of RCDF supported ICT projects in Kasese district. On his left is Hon Chrispus
Kiyonga, Minister of Defence and area MP for Bukonzo west constituency and on
his right is the Director of RCDF, Mr. Bob Lyazi
The advanced Telemedicine pilot project - ICT4MPOWER
The advanced Telemedicine pilot project is implemented by four main parties;
The MoH, UCC and Makerere University and Karolinska University Hospital of
Sweden and wih partial funding from SPIDER, primarily for the development of
computer solutions for use in telemedicine. Its developed solutions are running
at the Mukono HC IV. Specific details about the project may be obtained at its
dedicated portal http://www.projectplace.com/ICT4MPOWER
The system includes the following components:









Unique ID and Patient Registration
Outpatient System
HIV System
Child Health System
Laboratory System
Pharmacy Dispensary System
Medicines and Supplies Management System
Facility Management System
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Human Resource Management System
Statistics Management System
Tele-Conference Management System
Maternity Management System

Group picture of a delegation of project stakeholders that attended a stakeholders workshop for
the during July, 2011; R-L: Mr. Bob Lyazi, Director of RCDF-UCC, Dr. Eddy Mukooyo, Assist
Commissioner Resource Centre, MoH, Dr Isaac Ezati, the Director of Policy and Development,
MoH,followed by two officials of SPIDER. Extreme right is Eng. Rustam Nabiev, The Project
Coordinator from Karolinska University Hospital followed by Eng Dr. Anania Mbabazi, A
UCC/RCDF Board member,
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Health workers of Mukono HC IV facility undergoing user training by one of the
ICT4MPOWER applications developer from the Karolinska University Hospital

RCDF Officials and the Karolinska University Hospital project officials at Mukono
HC IV. L-R is Mr. Bob Lyazi, the Director of RCDF, Mr. Rustam Nabiev, the
ICT4MPOWER project coordinator, Mr Siriman Senkumba, a Technical Officer of
RCDF, and Mr. Behizod an applications developer
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Dr. Eddy Mukooyo (standing), Commissioner of the Resource Centre for the
Minsitry of Health addressing Telemedicine project workshop participants at
Butabika Referral Hospital. Seated, left is Mr. Bob Lyazi, the Director of RCDF
Integration of ICT into all health training institutions
Under the programme for integration of IC in Education, all the health training
institutions throughout the country have been provided with ICT infrastructure
and associated support services. Subsequently all the trained health
practitioners will have the necessary ICT skills for use on the established ICT
infrastructure in the health sector. The list of the specific health training
institutions which all have ICT installed is as follows;
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Gulu Clinical School,
Butabika School of Psychiatric Nursing
Health Tutors College, Mulago
Arua School of Nursing
School of Nursing and Mid wifery, Jinja
School of ECN, Kabale
School of Nursing and Mid wifery, Mulago
School of enrolled comprehensive Nursing, Lira
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Voice network expansion programme
At inception of RCDF, All operators identified 154 of the total 1,016 sub counties
in Uganda as economically unviable and did not intend to roll network to them
in five years from the year 2001. A total of 90 wireless network sites was
established in the 154 sub counties so as to ensure that there is coverage in
each one of them. Consequently, voice network coverage of 100 % at the sub
county level has been realised for the entire country. The next target in terms of
voice network is therefore the parish level.
To initiate usage of the established network public access pay phones were
established in strategic parishes throughout the 154 sub counties. A total of
3,543 public access pay phones have accordingly been established.
550 parishes across the country remain without voice coverage and no operator
has a provision for them in the next five years

A Base Transceiver Station (BTS) at
A Cell extender at Hapuuyo, Kyenjojo district,
Kiganda, Mubende district, a component of a component of the voice network expansion
the voice network expansion programme
programme
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Voice network expansion
Voice network expansion involved the providing a subsidy to a competitively
selected network operator to expand their network to areas of the 154 unserved
sub counties.
Increasing public pay phone Access
By the year 2003, only 3,075 public pay phones were available and concentrated
in urban centres. A total of 3,543 public pay phones have been established on
the basis of one public pay phone per underserved parish. Therefore, a total of
3,543 parishes out of the total number of parishes in Uganda of 5,400 have a
public pay phone access leaving about 1,857 parishes as underserved
Public Pay phones are of two main forms;
(i)
(ii)

The Standard type that is only limited to initiation of calls
A Community Information Centre (CIC) which is used for both
initiation and limited termination of calls.

A CIC at Kisozi village, Kamwenge
district

A standard public pay phone at
Oyarotonge, Pader district
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Data network expansion programme
At inception of RCDF, only Kampala and Mukono districts had a wireless data
network coverage which accounted for about 0.13 % in terms of coverage of the
entire country. A total of 76 Internet Points of Presence providing a wireless data
network were established for all the district towns in Uganda. Around the POPs,
78 ICT training centres and 106 internet cafes were also established for public
access. Wireless data network coverage was therefore extended from 0.13 % to
2.60 %. The increased coverage has enabled E-governance in rural districts and
also enabled access to the affordable internet made available to rural areas.
A total of 184 internet cafes were established with RCDF support around the
POPs in order to stimulate data access usage for the POP. Usage of data services
has been steadily increasing with the secondary schools being some of the big
users in most rural areas. Other common data access users include health
facilities, NGOs and smart phone users.
The requirement then remains to provide a data network coverage from the
county level to the village level

The POP in Kayunga town, Kayunga district
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Internet cafe/ICT training centres/MCTs
The ICT training centres/Internet cafes/MCTs are supported by connectivity
services of established internet POPs in the selected areas. Basically, they
provide broadband services to nearby communities.
The facilities are solar powered and grid powered depending on availability of
grid power. The range of services offered by the facilities include; mobile money
services, internet access, agricultural content provision, public pay phone
services, phone charging, secretarial services and airtime sales.

Hon Chrispus Kiyonga, Minister of Defence and area MP for Bukonzo west
constituency (Second left) commissioning the Internet cafe/ICT training centre at
Bwera border post, Kasese district. On his left is the Minister of State for ICT Hon.
Nyobi Thembo and on his right is the Director of RCDF, Mr. Bob Lyazi. Extreme
right is the representative of the CEO of MTN at the function
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Integration of ICT into Postal services
No Post office had a postal Tele-centre at inception of RCDF. A Postal Tele-centre
enables delivery of some postal services using electronic means and some
deserving sub counties did not have postal centres. A total of 20 postal Telecentres has been established and postal centres established in 25 sub counties.
A pilot project for a nationwide addressing system has been supported in
Entebbe town. Consequently, capacity to electronically deliver some postal
services has been provided in the 20 district post offices and Number of post
centres increased by 25. Stakeholders of the postal sector are therefore expected
to emulate the operation of the established facilities for appropriate expansion.
The nationwide addressing system requires advancement from the pilot project
of Entebbe town which was supported by RCDF to the national level.
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Integration of ICT into Local governments
The programme is comprised of the following;
(i) Resident District Commissioners ICT infrastructure
(ii) District web portals
Resident District Commissioners ICT infrastructure
Under this program a fully installed solar or grid powered computer is supplied
to the office of each Resident District Commissioner’s (RDC’s) Office across the
country. RDC’s therefore have access to computer services that include;
o Access to the Internet
o Linkage with the Parent agency in Kampala (Presidents Office for
RDC’s)
o e-government systems
The main objective of this programme is to enhance the capacity of RDCs in
overseeing and monitoring public programmes such as the RCDF projects in
their respective districts as well as being able to effectively interlink with their
peers and the President’s office to which they report.
District web portals
District web portals are developed and handed over to the district local
administrations. The district web portal names take the general form:
www.district name.go.ug
Common information provided by the district web portals include; the district
overview, Health, Agriculture, Education, Government & Politics, Investment &
trade, Tourism, Government Programs, Environment, SMS services,
Infrastructure, news and district contacts. The web portal also provides a
translation into a common language found in the district.
The web portals may also be used for generation of income to districts through
activities such as renting out space to advertisers. The district Chief
Administrative Officer (CAO) is the official responsible for all issues regarding the
management, annual fees, updating and usage of a district web portal
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A total of 110 district web portals were developed so as to cover all the districts
of Uganda. The web portals also carry appropriate translations into seven
selected local languages that are easily understood in the various regions of the
country.
Standard content for the web portals









Opening Home Page – this includes District location map in relation to
Uganda map, brief facts on weather, population, infrastructure, health,
education and agriculture, NGO’s, etc.
Background information.
District Administration – administrative counties, District Executives and
Parliamentary representations.
District Overview – includes, overviews on Education, Health and
Agriculture, bye laws
Opportunities: includes the district potential, facilities, infrastructure,
comparative advantages, economic activities, Commodity Supply and
Prices, Jobs, Hotels and Banks and key statistical information.
RCDF projects in the district
Feedback form
Advertisement space and District Contact
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The Kween district web portal, a typical new district web portal
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Enabling Analogue to Digital Broadcasting
Migration
The Digital Terrestrial Transmission Broadcasting (DTTB) project component is
one of the main project components of the Analogue to Digital Migration (ADM)
in Uganda programme. It is primarily implemented through a joint initiative of
Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) and Uganda Broadcasting
Corporation (UBC) using the Rural Communication Development Fund (RCDF)
of UCC. The project has thus far implemented two phases. Phase I for
establishment of two, 2.5 kilowatt sites is complete with a total capacity of 46
channels and is deployed at Kololo to cover about 6 districts designated as the
greater Kampala region. Phase II for the establishment of DTTB infrastructure to
cover the entire country is underway with a total rollout of 17 strategically
selected broadcasting sites.
The integration of Phases I and II infrastructure is expected to provide basic
broadcasting network infrastructure for ADM whose deadline is 17th June, 2015.

The UBC broadcasting site on top of Kololo hill at which the DTTB for greater
Kampala antennae are installed
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A Coverage map for the DTTB for greater Kampala project. The grading colour from
yellow in Kampala city through green to blue at the periphery signifies the drop in
signal strength

A Coverage map for the DTTB for greater Kampala project. The grading colour from
yellow in Kampala city through green to blue at the periphery signifies the drop in
signal strength
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The two digital transmitters installed each of 2.5
Kilowatts

Old antenna panels removed from the top of the 200
metre mast and replaced by digital ones

A 200 kVA standby generator capable of powering
the system for up to 3 days in case of a power outage

Civil works improvements for the area around the
site

The installed DTTB infrastructure for greater Kampala area site at Kololo
summit view
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Collaboration programmes
The following projects were executed in collaboration with other sister
institutions as shown respectively;

S/N Project/Activity

Collaboration Institution

1

Integration of ICT into Fisheries,
Animal and Crop Husbandry
specialised national training
institutions

Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Industries and
Fisheries

2

National Addressing System pilot
project

Ministry of ICT and Uganda
Posts Ltd

Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
support

NITA-U

3

The National Backbone
Infrastructure (NBI) verification
support

NITA-U

4

DBIC training wings in Busia and
Iganga District Business Information
Centres (DBIC)

NITA-U

Agriculture ICT integration
Under this programme, Fisheries, Animal and Crop Husbandry specialised
national training institutions have been supported with ICT facilities. The
specific institutions supported are the following;
Sub-sector

Institution

Target group

Crop husbandry

Sese Agricultural Farm
Institute (SAFI)

Farm Manager trainees
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Sub-sector

Institution

Target group

50 seat solar powered ICT
laboratory

Animal husbandry

National Animal Genetic
Resource Centre and Data
Bank (NAGRIC&DB)
80 seat, N-Computing ICT
laboratory

Fisheries

Fisheries Training Institute,
Entebbe

Central institute for
Animal husbandry
trainees, centre for
artificial insemination

Fisheries trainees

80 seat, N-Computing ICT
laboratory

The ICT laboratory at the Sese Agricultural Farm Institute (SAFI) located in
Kalangala town, Kalangala district
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National Addressing system pilot project
UCC using RCDF financed the Uganda National Addressing System (NAS) pilot
project in Entebbe town during the financial year 2011/12. The management
and administration of the project was under the overall supervision of the
Ministry of ICT.
The results of the pilot project are primarily intended to guide implementation of
the NAS for the whole country.

Mr. Bob Lyazi (right), Director of RCDF handing over the pilot project equipment to
the Ministry of ICT project coordination official. The equipment included 2 pick up
vehicles, 2 motorcycles and 10 bicycles among other equipment and applications
for the project that was procured by RCDF
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A map showing results of one of the areas of Entebbe town whose addresses
were developed and plot markings made under the project
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) support
In collaboration with NITA-U, UCC/RCDF implemented the installation of
infrastructure for a 200 seat BPO during the financial year 2011/12. The BPO
is located in the Statistics House, Colville Street, Kampala under the ownership
of NITA-U. The infrastructure established under the project includes;
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Blade server enclosure, blade server units, storage blade, 42U Rack
200 call agent desktops



10 supervisor desktops



2 dot-matrix printers

Inside the 200 seat facility of the BPO that was supported by RCDF

A server rack for the BPO facility supported by RCDF
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The National Backbone Infrastructure (NBI) verification support
UCC using the RCDF also extended financial support to NITA-U to carry out the
following post implementation audit activities of the NBI project;
1 Quality assurance



Forensic Technical Audit
Security audit

2 e-Government Readiness

The NBI is expected to enhance the usage of RCDF projects with increased
broadband capacity among other things

The NBI deployment is as follows:
Phase I:
Phase II:
Phase III:
Phase IV:

Map of the NBI phases
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DBIC training wings in Busia and Iganga towns district Business
Information Centres (DBIC)
During the financial year 2010/11, training wings comprised of 10 computer
seats each were established in the Busia and Iganga District Business
Information Centres (DBIC). The two DBICs, like all other DBICs was originally
established by the Ministry of ICT through the National IT authority of Uganda
(NITA-U). By their design, DBICs have internet cafe areas but no dedicated
training areas.
The established training wings serve three main objectivesof RCDF;
i.
ii.
iii.

To expand the training capacity of the DBIC in order to cater for a high
demand of learners in the area.
To show case the N-Computing technology which enables sharing of
computer hardware where up to 10 users can be served by one
computer system unit.
To demonstrate a partnership arrangement of two sister agencies of the
Ministry of ICT; NITA-U and UCC-BC for effective delivery of ICT
services.

Commissioning Picture; Standing, Centre and fifth from the left is Hon Aggrey Siryoyi
Awori, Minister of ICT and on his left is Mr. James Saka, ED of NITA-U, Mr. Godfrey
Mutabazi, ED of UCC-BC, Mr. Bob Lyazi, Director of RCDF. In the foreground are the
trainees.
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Innovation
UCC received an international award for technological innovation using the ncomputing technology from N-Computing Inc

Right:
An accolade awarded to UCC by N-Computing Technologies at Barcelona, Spain
in recognition of the innovative technological improvements that the RCDF team
made to the N-Computing hardware sharing solution at the Ssese Farm School,
Kalangala district
Left:
Mr. Bob Lyazi, the Director of RCDF (right) receiving a technology innovations
award to UCC from the President of N-Computing Technologies, Mr. Raj Dhingra
(left). Looking on in the centre is Mr.Catherine Roberts the Marketing Director for
N-Computing, EMEA,
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Ssese Agricultural Farm Institute (SAFI) ICT laboratory commissioning by the
Minister of ICT, Hon Nyombi Thembo (L) centre is Bob lyazi, Director of RCDF, UCC
and Right is the Principal of SAFI. The ICT laboratory was deployed using a
technological innovation design developed by RCDF
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AUSAFA
Association of the Universal Service and Access Funds of Africa (AUSAFA) is an
association that seeks to bring together all Universal Service Funds (USF) for
communications in Africa. It was established in 2008. Mr. Bob Lyazi, the Director
of RCDF was unanimously elected the first Chairman of the Association a
portfolio he held for three years when he surrendered it. The primary objective
of the association is to create a forum through which USFs in Africa can share
experiences and best practices and to enable USFs in Africa to build synergies
from working together.
The AUSAFA Administrative structure, 2009;

African Universal Service and Access
Funds Association (AUSAFA)
www.ausafa.org
Mr. Bob Lyazi
AUSAFA Chairman and
Director of RCDF, Uganda
Hon. Kofi Attor
AUSAFA First Vice-Chairman and
Administrator (CEO), GIFEC, Ghana
Mr. Pheneas Moleele
AUSAFA Second Vice-Chairman and
CEO, USAASA, South Africa
Mr. Hodge Semakula,
AUSAFA Legal Advisor and
UCC, Commission Secretary
AUSAFA Secretariat
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The Chairman of AUSAFA Mr. Bob Lyazi (third from left) on a panel of the ITU Telecom World
conference in October, 2009, to discuss the relevance of USFs given the challenges that they
experience globally
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Benchmarking
RCDF being one of the oldest USAF in Africa and also being largely perceived as
one of the few USAFs that has achieved meaningful results attracts a number of
visitors both local and international who are interested in carrying out study
visits. Among others, study visits were carried out by the following groups of
people;








Zambia Information and Communication Technology Authority, ZICTA
Government Investment Fund for Electronic Communication, GIFEC
Rural Development Board of Rwanda, RDB
Intel Corporation, South Africa
Universal Communication Access Fund of Tanzania, UCAF
Communications Commission of Kenya, CCK
Members of the Uganda Parliamentary Committee on ICT

A member of the ICASA delegation (Standing, right) interacting with students
Bishops Secondary School, Mukono during a tour of the RCDF established
computer laboratory
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A group picture of UCC officials with a delegation from the Universal Service and
Access Fund of South Africa (USAASA) during USAASA’s bench marking visit to
RCDF in April, 2014. 3rd left is te CEO of USAASA, Mr Zani Nkosi and 4th right is
the Executive Director of UCC, Mr. Godfrey Mutabazi

A group photograph of Members of Parliament of the Committee on ICT and staff
of Kabale University during the Committee's visit to the University that took place
during the year. 6th left is Honourable Paula Turyahikayo, Chairperson of the
Committee and on her right is the University Vice- Chancellor
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Members of Parliament of the Committee on ICT inspecting the ICT laboratory set
up by RCDF at Kabale University
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A group picture of members of the 3rd
RCDF Board with the delegation from
Tanzania

Members of Parliament on the session
committee of ICT pose for a group
photograph at the RCDF supported
GSM site at Bbale, Kayunga district

The Executive Director of UCC , Mr.
Godfrey Mutabazi guided by Mr. Bob
Lyazi, Director of RCDF through rural
areas of Kayunga district

A group picture with delegation from
Ghana; fouth right is the Chairperson
of the RCDF Board who led the
delegation on the field visit
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Workshops
Workshops are one of the main support activities arranged as an integral part of
a given project implementation. Some workshops are intended to sensitise the
various stakeholders of a project. Others are arranged to address a concern that
is specific to some project beneficiaries.

Mr. Pat Saamanya, the Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of ICT opening the workshop. Mr. Pat
Saamanaya represented the Minister of ICT as chief
guest.

Mr. Charles Musisi of the Computer Frontiers Company
presenting the requirements for operating and
maintaining a website to participants of a district
administrators’ workshop.

One of the participants, Mr Vincent Sempijja, the
Chairman of Masaka district updating his district web
portal during a district administrators, workshop.

Dr. Godfrey Kibuuka, (left) Director of Communications
and Broadcasting infrastructure in the Ministry of ICT
during a fishing communities workshop for ICT
integration
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Audit and Investigations
With the increased stakeholder involvement, various audit processes were
carried out on the RCDF programme during the period. All the audit processes
indicate that implementation of the RCDF projects is done properly. Among the
audit and investigation processes carried out on RCDF are the following;
By the Internal Security Organisation (ISO)
In response to queries that some schools did not have ICT laboratories while
others in a given area had. It was established that there is a clear criteria for
schools considered under this jointly administered programme with the Ministry
of Education and Sports. The general objectives and functioning of the RCDF
programme were also reviewed mainly using information availed on the UCC
website and a report accordingly written to H,E, The President for his
information.
By the Auditor General (AG) of the Republic of Uganda
The Auditor General carries out annual financial audits for both the World Bank
funded and the UCC funded activities of RCDF among other UCC financial
records. The audit opinion has always been unqualified. A value for money audit
was also carried out in,,,,, also with a favourable opinion.
By the Inspector General of Government (IGG) of the Republic of Uganda
Specific audits are carried out by the IGG on some RCDF activities. No
irregularity has been found out by the IGG.
By a special Consultant appointed by UCC, TMT
The Top Management Team of UCC appointed a special consultant in 2013/14
to investigate the operations of RCDF with respect to its delivery, the systems
and practices in use. All the operational functions of RCDF were found to be
appropriate.
By the Parliamentary Committee on ICT
The Parliamentary Committee on ICT regularly carries out field visits to the
RCDF projects. There is no outstanding queries from the MPs
By the Internal Audit function of UCC
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The Internal Audit function of UCC carries out a quarterly audits. No material
outstanding queries.

A sample Audit Opinion by the Auditor General
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Commitment and Absorption of Funds
One of the significant achievements of RCDF in comparison to other Universal
Service Funds of the world, is that RCDF has over the years been able to commit
and absorb all funds at its disposal. The graph and table below indicate that
from the year 2011/12, there are no balances of funds carried forward to
subsequent years

RCDF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 2001 - 2014
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Total

Revenue
1% GAR levy
World Bank/ERT
Total Revenue

113,242

Expenditure
ICT Subsidies
Administrative
UCC admin

575

1,756

Work in Progress
Total

0

0

426

1,542

1,944

Capital expenditure
Total expenditure

3,854
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6,790

13,876
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17,613

11,859
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0

0
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1,844

2,297

1,912
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5,194
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4,470

1,627

-7,233

2

-14,778

-244
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9,033
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Sources of RCDF funds
Statutorily RCDF has four main sources of funds;
(i) Donations and grants from development partners
(ii) Money from the Uganda Communications Commission (GAR levy from
operators)
(iii)Donations, gifts, grants and loans acceptable to the Minister of ICT and
the Minister responsible for Finance
(iv) The fund may also receive money appropriated by Parliament (National
budget)
Thus far RCDF has obtained funds from the first two, more feasible sources listed
above. As RCDF’s capacity to absorb funds increased over the years, the other
sources of funds are also being explored.
Application of funds by programmes as received by RCDF since inception
up to 30th June, 2012
a) Direct network expansion (traditional operator type) activities include;
(i) Internet POPs
(ii) GSM sites
(iii)Public payphones
(iv) Postal projects
(v) Internet cafes
Total percentage

5.8%
18.1%
7.4%
0.8%
5.2%
37.3%

b) User enhancement activities include;
(i) School ICT laboratories
(ii) Health ICT integration
Total percentage

51.5%
7.4%
59.9%
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Programme Area

Grant (US $
millions)

%age

Internet PoPs

2.1

5.8

Cafes/ ICT Training/ MCTs

1.9

5.2

Public Payphones-

2.7

7.4

Web Portals

0.3

0.8

Postal Projects

0.3

0.8

18.74

51.5

2.69

7.4

6.6

18.1

Other Support Activities

1.07

2.9

Total projects cost

36.4

100.0

School ICT Labs
Health ICT Facilities
GSM Sites

RCDF Programme Costs as at 30th June
2012
Internet PoPs
6%

Other Support
Activities
3%

GSM Sites
18%

Cafes/ ICT
Training/ MCTs
5%
Public
Payphones7%
Web Portals
1%
Postal Projects
1%

Health ICT
Facilities
7%

School ICT Labs
52%
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World Bank funded programme
The main development partner that RCDF has used is the World Bank. The
World Bank programme has been implemented as the ICT component of the
Energy for Rural Transformation (ERT) programme administered by the
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Development
The World Bank programme ERT/ICT component has run two cycles during
the period 2003 to 2009.



World Bank, ERT/ICT Cycle I
2003 – 2009)
World Bank, ERT/ICT Cycle II
2010 – 2014)

- 2002 – 2009 (in line with the RCDF policy
- 2010 – 2012 (in line with the RCDF policy

World Bank, ERT/ICT Cycle I component
The main objectives of the ERT/ICT cycle I component were to:
o Extension of voice telephony to ensure full national coverage for 154 subcounties that were declared by main operators in 2002 as commercially
unviable including the presence of at least one public telephone per 5,000
inhabitants;
o Installation of Internet Points of Presence (POPs) in 32 district
Headquarters, together with one public Internet access point
o The creation of rural Multipurpose Community Tele-centers (MCTs) in
‘vanguard’ institutions.
The World Bank Cycle I, ERT/ICT Budget;
SN

Project

Budget (US
$)

%age

a) Investments
1

UA GSM sites

3,618,926

51

2
3

UA CICs
Internet POPs

996,450
851,991

14

4

Postal Tele-centres

261,000

4

5

MCTs
Total
b) Technical Assistance

1

Specifications development

375,840
6,104,207
533,982

12
5
86
8
79

SN

Project

Budget (US
$)

%age

2
3

Staff Training
Verification of investments

110,000
310,261

2
4

Total

954,243

14

Grand Total
7,058,450
100
Percentage absorption of funds for the various ERT/ICT Cycle I projects
Pecifications
development
8%

Staff Training
2%

Verification of
investments
4%

MCTs
5%
Postal Telecentres
4%
Internet POPs
12%

UA GSM sites
51%

UA CICs
14%

ERT/ICT Cycle I Results and Impact


UA Telephony project
90 wireless communication sites established and1, 533 CICs established.
Effectively, the voice network was extended to 154 underserved sub
counties which resulted into 100% voice coverage for Uganda at the subcounty level.



20 district Postal Tele-centres established which have served to
modernise the delivery of conventional postal services



16 Multi-Purpose Community Tele-centres - MCTs (9 School based and 7
Community based) established in the even more rural places that act as
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the only computer access points for the communities where they are
located


32 Internet Points of Presence (POP) established in 32 district towns.
Supplementing on the other similar initiatives of RCDF, the 32 POPs
ensured that all the 80 district towns of Uganda that exited as at June,
2010 had access to internet connectivity at rates and speeds that are
comparable to those in the capital city, Kampala



10 UCC staff, particularly those staff that directly handle the
programme’s business, were trained in various areas of competence,

World Bank, ERT/ICT Cycle II Component
Justification
 Building on the achievements of Phase I, deeper penetration and wider
coverage was planned in order to reach more people
 Focus on the war ravaged Northern region
 Alignment with the national ICT targets
 Provision of ICT support for other Cycle II components
Scope
World Bank ERT/ICT cycle II was designed to cover 16 districts that make up
the greater northern region of Uganda.
Under the Energy for Rural Transformation Programme executed by the Ministry
of Energy and Mineral Development is an ICT component that is executed by
Uganda Communications Commission through the RCDF. Implementation of the
ERT/ICT component is in its second phase (2011 to 2015) and the status of the
progress of the various projects as at the end of the financial year 2013/14 is as
shown in the table below.
Projects







Battery charging facilities for phase I, CICs
Content development
Expansion of the voice network coverage and establishment of new
Community Information Centres (CICs)
Last mile broadband solution
Schools and Health ICT terminal facilities
Baseline studies, staff training and Technical Consultancies
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ERT/ICT Cycle II Budget
Summary budget (WB = 87% & UCC = 13%)
SN ACTIVITY

TOTAL (US
$)

IDA (87%)

GoU/UCC
(13%)

1

Investments

8,198,150

7,173,381

1,024,769

2

Technical Assistance

1,000,000

820,000

180,000

Total
9,198,150
Investment (WB = 87.5% & UCC = 12.5%)

8,002,390

1,195,760

TOTAL (US $)

IDA
(87.5%)

GoU/UCC
(12.5%)

2,218,150

1,940,881

277,269

600,000

525,000

75,000

Last Mile Broad Band Services

4,000,000

3,500,000

500,000

School Computer Labs/ICT
Facilities for Health Facilities

1,380,000

1,207,500

172,500

8,198,150

7,173,381

1,024,769

TOTAL – (US
$)

IDA (82%)

GoU/UCC
(18%)

SN

ACTIVITY

1

New CICs

2

Charging Facilities for CICs

3
4

Total

Technical Assistance (WB = 82% & UCC = 18%)
SN

ACTIVITY

1

Design & Supervision of Sub county
Broadband Solutions

300,000

246,000

54,000

2

Verifications of Investments (new
CICs & last mile)

200,000

164,000

36,000

3

Impact assessment (ERT Phase 1)

90,000

78,300

16,200

4

Determination of locations for new
CICs

60,000

49,200

10,800

5

Content development

250,000

205,000

45,000

6

Staff training

100,000

82,000

18,000

1,000,000

820,000

180,000

Total
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Cycle II project activities status by 30th June, 2014

Project

Budget

Quantity

Status as at 30th June, 2014

1

Charging Facilities for CICs

USD 600,000

1,200 chargers

Telecom Operators lost interest in the idea as the energy private
sector effectively took it over

2

Computer Labs for schools

USD 1,000,000

60 Schools

ICT equipment fully installed, pending installation of solar system
by MoES by December, 2014

19 health
centres

completed

USD 60,000

Study

Completed

USD 2,218,150

550 CICs
together with
the associated
network

No responsive bidder got even after several rounds of the bidding
process, Funds reallocated to Energy sector

Phase I: Consultancy Services for
designing and implementing Sub-County
Broadband ICT Services in 16 Districts
of Northern Uganda

USD 300,000

Study

Completed

Phase II: Last Mile Broadband Services

USD 4,000,000

16 BTS

No responsive bidder got even after several rounds of the bidding
process. Funds reallocated to Energy sector

6

Consultancy Services for carrying out
Technical Audit to verify investments
made under ICT component

USD 200,000

Verification
and Technical
Audit

Engagement of a Consultant subject to investment contracts being
realised

7

Consultancy services to develop content
for Education, Health and Agriculture
sectors

USD 250,000

3 Content
areas

Project areas dropped with specific World Bank funded projects
developed in the sectors of Agriculture, Health and Education

8

Consultancy services for carrying out
Impact Assessment of ICT Component
under ERT

USD 90,000

Study

Completed

9

Training

USD 100,000

11 staff

4 staff completed training. The remainder were expected to train
pro rata the engagements in other projects

(Actual: USD 635,
984)
3

Computer Labs for Health ICT facilities

USD 380,000
(Actual: USD
285,000)

4

New CICs
Phase I
Consultancy Services for determining
locations for new public access
Phase II
New Communication Information
Centres

5

Last mile broadband project

(Actual: USD
530,629)
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With no realised implementers for voice and data network rollout projects by
the end of the year 2013/14, it was getting risky that the allocated funds for
these two big projects may not be used up. World Bank was therefore to
review the cycle II implementation with a view to terminate it and reallocate
the funds to other projects that would absorb the funds by the overall
programme closing date

L-R; Mr Andy Dymond, Director of Intelecon Consultants and Bob Lyazi, Director
of RCDF addressing the project stakeholders’ workshop held on 3rd February,
2012 at Imperial Royale Hotel
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Institutional Operation
Over the years, RCDF got into a more functionally mature stage, and it then
focussed on enhancing its operational efficiency as a function. It is therefore
operating as a proper Project Management Office (PMO) and using proper project
management principles.
One of the key tools employed for more effective project management is a Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS). A WBS, in project management and systems
engineering is a deliverable oriented decomposition of a project into smaller
components (Wikipedia). RCDF employs a WBS to guide the implementation of
all programmes and activities as well as other project implementation tools.
Systems and templates employed
Systems and templates to support standardisation and efficient implementation
of projects were developed as below;
Systems
1. Scheduled and regular reporting
2. Inputs, value addition and outputs relationships among all persons in
the department
3. Relationships with the support functions, particularly in the
Directorate
4. Project Management
5. Electronic Document Management System (e-DMS)
Templates
1. Field monitoring data capture
2. Technical audit field data capture
3. Project problems reporting and tracking
4. Evaluation reporting
5. RCDF Monthly and Quarterly report
6. Technical audit report
7. Procurements tracking report
8. Webpage content template
9. Field work reporting
10. Project proposal template
11. Schedules – field work, scope and time schedules
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12.
13.
14.

Revised project supplier and implementer contracts
Technical specifications
WBS

RCDF functional structure
Since its inception in 2002 as a unit within the UCC Directorate Executive
Director’s office, the RCDF department structure has evolved and grown both in
numbers and structure in response to the needs of the department in line with
both its internal and external environments. The optimised structure for RCDF
as approved by the RCDF Board during the financial year 2011/12 is as shown
below;
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Director: Bob Lyazi

Administrative Officer:
Kenneth Oketa
Manager Projects:

Manager Technical:

Arthur Muhangi

James Beronda

Specialist Project s:

Specialist Technical:

Moses Okello

Emmanuel Muyomba

Technical Officer:

Technical Officer:

Technical Officer:

Esther Wannyana

Siriiman Senkumba

Sophia Namatovu

Organizational structure (core staff) for the RCDF department July, 2012

Core functions of the RCDF department
During the year, the department realised its full functionality and structure.
The department has two core functions;
a) Technical management
b) Project management
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The function/department has dedicated staff for the core functions indicated
above. It is supported by an administrative officer. Non-core functions such as
Financial Management, procurement, and other logistical support are provided
by the UCC Directorate.
Work packages and deliverables
The work packages and deliverables for the core functions of RCDF are as
follows;
Project Management function
The work packages under this function are the following;






Project proposal development
Projects contractual initiation and management
Contractual enforcement (outsourcing legal support)
Resolution of project implementation challenges
Projects closure

Positions; 2, one at the management level for full accountability and technical
capacity and the other at the specialist level for the necessary backup and
support
Technical Management function
The work packages under this function are the following;







Technical specifications development, maintenance and upgrade
Technical audits
Monitoring and Evaluation
o fault and noncompliance identification
o fault fixing and referrals
o first line user training and sensitization
o RCDF project database management
Impact assessment
Internal R&D

Positions; 5, one at the management level for full accountability and technical
capacity, one at the specialist level for the necessary backup and support and
two at the officer level especially for field activities.
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Administration function
The work packages under this function are the following;



Liaison with relevant functions of the UCC Directorate on behalf of the
RCDF department
Internal logistics support

The RCDF Director’s function
The work packages under this function are the following;






Interface with the RCDF Board and the UCC Directorate
RCDF representation
RCDF reports
New ideas development coordination
Functional coordination and supervision

Non-core functions of the RCDF department
Like all other departments of the UCC directorate, RCDF department uses the
services of support functions of the UCC directorate in accordance with the
relevant guidelines and manuals such as the finance manual and the Human
resource manual.
The functions of the UCC directorate that accordingly support RCDF for noncore functions are;








The Human Resource and Administration department for all Human
resource and logistical support activities, in accordance with the UCC
Human Resource Manual and associated guidelines such as the
transport and vehicle usage guidelines.
The Finance department for all financial management activities in
accordance with the finance manual
The Procurement and Disposal Unit for all procurement and disposal
activities in accordance with the PPDA provisions
The Legal department for all legal and enforcement services
The Communications unit for all publicity and communications activities
in line with UCC communications strategy
The department of Competition and Corporate affairs for all corporate
affairs and systems support
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Internal Audit, in line with the Audit manual

RCDF webpage
RCDF web page links within the UCC web site include; the district RCDF project
profiles for all the 112 districts of Uganda and Programme profiles

A snap shot of the RCDF web page

Project Implementation plan
The typical scope of work for a year involves three main activities





Monitoring and Evaluation of completed projects and their environment
Completion of installation of projects started in the previous year
Initiation and implementation of new projects
Planning for the future

Operational focus of the year will be put on perfection of the performance of
RCDF function building on the capacity in terms of resources, results, impact and
systems developed.
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The standard WBS template
The format of the WBS is harmonised with the general format of all staff
performance target reporting format for the UCC Directorate staff.
In line with the general principles of project management, the business plan is
broken down into individual tasks, based on departmental staff Key Result Areas

S/N

Major Tasks

Quantity Title

Staff
Name

Status

UCC electronic Data Management System (e-DMS)
A work area was created under the UCC, e-DMS, for all the reports and
guidelines for the effective submission and sharing of information by the various
officers of the department. Appropriate access and modification rights are in
force for the various departmental officers. Appropriate functioning of the system
is charged under the Manager for Technical Monitoring.
The e-DMS provides that outputs of each officer which are the inputs for other
officers are posted and used as and when produced and required respectively.
The system is also a self-performance evaluation tool for staff and the entire
programme.
The main links for the e-DMS are;












Shared Documents
Field Monitoring Reports
Field Visit Reports
Monthly Reports
Events/Calendar
Pilot Project Designs
Monthly Project Database
RCDF Publications
Solutions for Project Problems
Staff Schedules
Technical Audit Reports
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Audit Field Reports
Technical Specifications
Project Proposals
Media (Pictures & Videos)
Other useful external links e.g. Other Universal Service Funds, Project
Management Institute resources, etc

A sample page for RCDF on the eDMS system
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RCDF Board of Directors
The RCDF Board is the organ that provides the general direction of the
functioning of the RCDF. Its functions, composition, duties and responsibilities
are guided by a Statutory Instrument; the Communications (Establishment and
Management of Rural Communications Development Fund) Instrument, 2002 No.
52.
Since inception of RCDF, three RCDF Boards of Directors have been in operation
as shown below;
iv.
v.
vi.

2002/3 – 2004/5
2005/6 – 2008/9
2009/10 – 2011/12

– First RCDF Board
– Second RCDF Board
– Third RCDF Board

The first RCDF Board was largely focused on initiating projects, testing
implementation and operational models and development of systems and
structures for implementation. One of its unique achievements was kick-starting
the RCDF programme
The second RCDF Board was largely focused on standardisation of operational
models, realization of results and effective projects’ management. One of the
main achievements of the second RCDF Board is the creation of a discrete RCDF
function within the UCC Directorate which enabled improved delivery of RCDF
projects.
The third RCDF Board therefore focussed on the maximisation of results and
impact of RCDF.
Subsequent RCDF Boards may therefore focus on the gaps that still exist after
the end of the 3rd RCDF Board and a possible change of RCDF direction.
The relative emphasis of the three RCDF Boards has been analysed in
accordance with the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) life cycle
as shown in the illustration below;
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The RCDF Board Management emphasis over the period 2002 – 2012

Initiation
and
Planning

Execution

Controlling

Closing

Results
(Numbers)

3rd RCDF
Board
2nd RCDF
Board
1st RCDF
Board

Time
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3rd RCDF BOARD: 2010 - 2012

Eng. Dr. Godfrey Kibuuka
Ministry of ICT

Eng. Dr. Anania Mbabazi
Uganda Institution of
Professional Engineers

Comm. Dr. Dorothy Okello

Chairperson

Mrs. Rita Balaka
Financial Sector: Uganda
Institute of Bankers

Ms. Joan Kyokutamba
Uganda Consumers’
Associations

Eng. Godfrey Mutabazi
Executive Director, UCC & BC

Mrs. Esther Kawuma
Wambuzi
Communications sector
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2nd RCDF BOARD MEMBERS: 2005 - 2008

Eng. Dr. Godfrey Kibuuka
Ministry of ICT

Eng. Mrs. Proscovia Njuki
Uganda Institution of
Professional Engineers

Eng. Dr. Samuel E. Kiggundu
Chairman

Mr. Henry Kibirige
Financial Sector: Uganda
Institute of Bankers

Ms. Joan Kyokutamba
Uganda Consumer
Associations

Eng. Patrick F. Masambu
Executive Director, UCC

Mr. Vincent F. Kabuye
Communications sector
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1st RCDF BOARD MEMBERS: 2002 - 2005

Eng. Dr. Godfrey Kibuuka
Ministry of ICT

Mrs. G. Rosette Rubomboras
Communications sector

Comm. J. Turyamwijuka
Chairman

Mr. Henry Kibirige
Financial Sector: Uganda
Institute of Bankers

Mrs. Rose O. Otim
Uganda Consumer
Associations

Eng. Patrick F. Masambu
Executive Director, UCC

Eng. Dr. S.E Kiggundu
Uganda Institution of
Professional Engineers
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Opportunities and Challenges
With increased implementation capacity and increased impact of RCDF
programmes the main challenge of RCDF is the need for big funding so as to
address the resultant increased scope of work and gap. The main point of
strength for RCDF is its increased stakeholder involvement.

Rural Communications Development Fund (RCDF)
Uganda Communications Commission
UCC House, Plot 42-44 spring road, Bugolobi
P.O. Box 7376
Kampala, Uganda
Tel: + 256 414 339000/ 312 3390
Fax: + 256 414 348832
E-mail: rcdf@ucc.co.ug
Website: www.ucc.co.ug
Commission
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